
Four good reasons why upgrading to a 
JCB Teletruk is good for your business...

The JCB Teletruk is a unique small machine which combines the functions of a counterbalanced forklift 
with those of a rehandling shovel. You can use various forks, shovels, and special bagging devices, and a 
quick-disconnect carriage allows change between any of them in less than 20 seconds.
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Space saving
The telescopic boom will save time and space in your yard. 
Keep your customers served quicker and more efficiently. 
Use the yard space you save for something more productive 
than just loading duties.

Two machines in one
Get two machines in one. Change from forks to a shovel hydraulically - 
without your operator having to leave the cab. It takes less than 
20 seconds!
Or if you need to fill Big Bags there’s nothing as quick and efficient as 
a Teletruk and a Bagezee Big Bag shovel.    
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It’s a 4x4
Choose two-wheel drive if your yard has a  good surface . But if  your 
main yard adjoins some storage areas with poor surfaces, or you have 
some gradients and experience winter snow,  four-wheel hydrostatic drive 
could be the solution. This is a truly unique forklift which can also work like 
a loading shovel.

Safety & Visibility
Site safety is now top of the agenda for management teams. It’s a fact 
that forwards visibility is compromised on any two-stage mast forklift, and 
even  more on models with a three-stage mast retracted into travel mode.  
Impress your customers with better site safety because in a Teletruk your 
operator will have a clear view of pedestrians ahead. 

View from a masted forklift

View from a JCB Teletruk

Now you see them

Now you don’t
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For more information on how one JCB Teletruk 
can replace both the loading shovel and the forklift 
you’re using now, call Freephone 0800 150550

JCB Industrial Sales, Harewood Estate, Leek Road, Cheadle, Staffordshire UK ST10 2JU www.jcb.com


